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The Multilingual Internet: Language, Culture, and Communication OnlineOxford University Press, 2007
This book marks the culmination of the second stage of a two-stage project initiated in 2002. In that year, we co-edited a special issue of the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication about multilingualism on the Internet (published in 2003). Our call for papers, distributed online, yielded far more proposals than we had expected, and many of...
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Quality Measures in Data Mining (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Data mining analyzes large amounts of data to discover knowledge relevant to decision making. Typically, numerous pieces of knowledge are extracted by a data mining system and presented to a human user, who may be a decision-maker or a data-analyst. The user is confronted with the task of selecting the pieces of knowledge that are of the highest...
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Mastering Microsoft Office 2003 for Business ProfessionalsSybex, 2003
Written for business-minded and experienced Office users, this task-oriented  guide goes directly to the bottom line, revealing optimal ways to perform  critical, challenging tasks. After fifteen years of teaching people how to be  more productive with Office, Courter and Marquis know users’ FAQs and understand  the way you use...
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Speech and Audio Processing in Adverse Environments (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
The book reflects the state of the art in important areas of speech and audio signal processing. It presents topics which are missed so far and most recent findings in the field. Leading international experts report on their field of work and their new results.
Considerable amount of space is covered by multi-microphone systems, specific...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2007 International Workshops, BPI, BPD, CBP, ProHealth, RefModSpringer, 2008
These proceedings contain the final versions of papers accepted for the workshops that were held in conjunction with the Fifth International Conference on Business Process Management (BPM 2007) that took place in Brisbane, Australia. Twenty workshop proposals were submitted for this conference of which seven were selected. Ultimately this resulted...
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Unconventional Computation: 10th International Conference, UC 2011, Turku, Finland, June 6-10Springer, 2011

	The 10th International Conference on Unconventional Computation, UC 2011,
	was organized under the auspices of EATCS and Academia Europaea, by the
	Department of Mathematics of the University of Turku (Turku, Finland), and the
	Center for Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science (Auckland,
	New Zealand). The event was held in...
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Digital Communities in a Networked Society: e-Commerce, e-Business and e-GovernmentSpringer, 2004
Digital Communities in a Networked Society: e-Commerce, e-Business and e-Government deals with the accelerating evolution in the computerization of society. This evolution, or should we call it a revolution, is dominantly driven by the Internet, and documented by the novelties introduced, year by year, by Information and Communication Technologies....
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Location-Based Services Handbook: Applications, Technologies, and SecurityCRC Press, 2010

	Location-Based Services Handbook: Applications, Technologies, and Security is a comprehensive reference containing all aspects of essential technical information on location-based services (LBS) technology. With broad coverage ranging from basic concepts to research-grade material, it presents a much-needed overview of...
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Integration as Solution for Advanced Smart Urban Transport Systems: 15th Scientific and Technical Conference “Transport Systems. Theory & Practice ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing (844))Springer, 2018

	
		Methods of advanced data collecting and their analysis, models which help with decision problems as well as technical solutions which improve the integrity of contemporary transport systems at urban area are only some of many problems connected with integration in passenger and freight transport which have been discussed in this...
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Persuasive Business Proposals: Writing to Win More Customers, Clients, and ContractsAMACOM, 2003
With over 40,000 copies sold, the first edition of Persuasive Business Proposals helped many readers construct dynamic, effective proposals. Now in paperback, this fully-revised second edition still gives readers simple, effective techniques for organizing, writing, and delivering proposals while updating the author’s winning...
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How to Get Government Contracts: Have a Slice of the 1 Trillion Dollar PieApress, 2012

	How to Get Government Contracts demystifies the process of how a company can enter the government market, win its first and subsequent contracts, and then grow itself into a multi-million-dollar government contractor within a couple of years. It offers an insider’s view into the latest best practices that government...
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Projects in Computing and Information Systems: A Student's GuideAddison Wesley, 2005
Undertaking a project is a key component of nearly all computing/information systems degree programmes at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Projects in Computing and Information Systems covers the four key aspects of project work (planning, conducting, presenting and taking the project further) in chronological fashion, and...
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